
DAILY HOME WORK OF CLASS 4 
Date 27/8/2020 
 
WRITE: 
 LANG: 
REVISION 
CHAPTER SENTENCE 
Do all exercises of chapter Sentence in book as showed in the videos. 
                                
LIT-  
.L-9. Birbal' s Trip to Paradise  
Write in c-w copy. 
 
Answer the question with reference to context  
' What a brilliant plan l have  contrived! Birbal will have to die!' 
 
Q1.  Who is the speaker? 
A. Barber is the speaker.  
Q2. What is the brilliant plan? 
A. The brilliant plan is to remove Birbal so that the barber could become fortunate.  
Q3. Pick a word from the line which means the same as 'plotted'. 
A. Contrived 
 
************* 
English Literature class 4    Lesson 9 
************* 
 
SCIENCE:  
Chapter 5- Food our basic needs. 
 Write 
1. Watch Exercise video from school YouTube channel. 
2. Write subjective type questions in CW copy 
Learn above work 
 ************* 
Video- Food our basic needs Part (Question /Answer). *************       
 MATHS:- 
Solve exercise 13 Que. No. 6,7,13,14,17 and 18 in c.w copy. 
 
************* 
Video Chapter 5 Multiplication and Division part 8. 
************* 
 
 S.St - 
Write in fair 
 copy 
Chapter 6 SOIL 
10 hard words from book( 2 time) 
 
Word meaning  
Soil - the uppermost layer of the earth's surface 
Soil erosion - removal of top layer of the soil 
Humus - the organic matter found in the soil 
Embankments -a long artificial mound of stone or mud built to hold backwater 
Fertility - capable of producing 
 
************* 
Video : SOIL Part - 1 
 ************* 



             
COMPUTER- 
27/8/2020 
Computer Revision 
True False 
1. An operating system works like an interface between user and system. 
2. Topmost bar of the computer is called taskbar. 
3. Software is collection of code and instruction. 
4. Rename option is used to change the name of a document. 
5. A desktop background is called screen saver. 
 
Write in register 
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LEARN: 
ENGLISH:- 
LANG: Definitions of kinds of sentences 
 
LIT: written work 
 
SCIENCE: Written work 
 
MATHS-   table of 18 
 
SST: all word meaning , Q/A of ch 5 
                                                                                                                                                                    
COMP: written work 
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